DEFINITIVE ANAGRAMS: P

ANIL
Perth, Australia

Continued from and as in August. Better results are in larger type. * = related to core target word; otherwise not. Unless noted all words are in Web-3, Macquarie, Wiktionary or:
CDA, Cassell Dictionary of Abbreviations (David Pickering, ’96);
OSW, Official Scrabble Words (Chambers, ’99)
Letter counters, be aware of zips—words created out of parts from adjacent anagrams in a string.

DEFINITIVES

palate  eat lap, a plate
palimpsest  stamps pile
paltry  Partly ply art.
parley  player replay  regathering of players
Iironically this better defines parley [replay winnings],
a word it’s often confused with.
Parliament  a trim panel ailment rap
Parliament’s master-plan: “I ‘sit’, learn, map
as I plan term. *MP, I earn[,] last.”
parroted  retro-pad trap redo
pun: trap = mouth or cage
parsecs  spacer’s spacers
the parson  pastor, hen
parties  traipe, rap site
pass out  to “ass up”
passed on  So ends Pa.
“Sap’s done. Spade, son!”
passion  So’s pain. (<etym.: <suffer vs. <penalty>)
passive  Vie? Pass. (<suffer vs. <pace>)
passionately  plain as to “YES!!”
pastilles  eats (pills)
past tense  a spent set  (antigram: as pent set)
‘patronise’  I so “parent”.
paving stones  non-give
spat-saving step-ons
pejorative  jape to rive
perdition  dern “Io Pit” no-die trip
Dern is a damned euphemism.
(Is Jupiter’s hellishly volcanic moon Io hell’s actual location? God outsourcing Earth’s perdition contract?)
Perfectionism  “Most fine, price finest, pic more precise, of mint femto-precision. O Perfectionism!”
periods  (cycles:) dip, rose, dip, rose, dip, rose...
(menses:) Ripe ‘sod’ does rip, ie drops. Eros dip?
periscope  spier-cope score pipe so peer pic
perished  Shed ripe sphere, died.
[He’s RIP / RIP, she.]
permeation  I enter a mop—a mop entire.
perpetuated  repeated put
persistent  It’s present, it’s present, it’s present...
...persisted ever, persevered, its ties preserved.
persnickety  picky nester  a fussy bird!
perspicacity  city spier cap, icy crisp pate, trice-pacy psi: "I spy, cite crap, pap. Critic? Yes."
perspicuous leader  lucid soup-see padre
personality  nails type or tips any role-play in store
pertain to  re; point at / pointer at
pertinacious  Certain, pious in course I tap, so in a picture I curse to pains: I pounce, air trip tenacious.
petrochemical  re oil* tech camp
pettiness  spite nest / spite's net
petulance  unlace pet  (<seek vs. <"unknown"!>)
pheromones  "moon sphere" Pose horn-me, Ms, open hero; hero, open Ms.
philanthropes  hip "Others" plan
phonetics  tone chips
piggyback
biggy pack
Pig on someone your own size! Or a lot bigger.
piles  plies  stacks, layers
piton  point on tip to pin in, top  ^ (rebus)
plain  in lap
planted out  "land toe" put
pleonasm  On me slap spam. Lone sample? No, neoplasm! cancerous growth of words or ads
ploughshare  sharp hoe lug
pocket money  kept economy
poignant  nag point*, 'n' got pain pang on it
pointless  Lips not sense, is plotless nit op.
pole vaulters  leap-over lust plus elevator
pontificates  fancies to tip pate's fiction of scant pieties  "In top fact I point ace fits at fine topics!"
potential  Let ion tap into plate. battery
pounding  Inn-up dog. antigram: Unpin dog! Hound, found bound, wound sound round pound.
pragmatic  Map, rig, act. mark, set, go
pragmatics  magic parts  (pur)
praiseworthy  "Air thy powers, wear trophy!" is hero's-way trip. (*Worth pay rise?)
prate  trap e'er tap  cf. parroted (Re pate? Prat!)
Preamble  rebel map of the US constitution precipitous  O'er cusp I tip. catastrophe theory predator  Drop, tear, prod, eat red, raptor!
predestination  Trip is ante-done.
predicatory  Paid rectory-priced oratory, or predicatory Servant preached chapter and verse.
predominant  main op. trend
premeditation  I mentated prior to it, am deep in it, operate mind. " = mentation back-formation
preposition I point prose.

presentiment Term in ESP net: sent pre-time 'n' met in present.

preservation I never sap, rot.
A Preserve "Spare ever."

prestige Pegs tier, stripe—eg, "Gee!" trips as prestige gets praise.

presumption pre-sum point (mist-up prone) "presumably" rube's "amply sure" by-lamp pre-sum = before know all; by-lamp = one's "light"

pretentious Trite, nose-up poser tune, it.

prevaricate I prate, carve, veer, rip tact tie, aver crap.

prime meridian peri-median rim
the prime meridian I'd rip Her Mean Time.
This Earth half-perimeter, if continued, rips thru GMT.

prioritize or I prize it

prison or "spin" 5-year prison term, CDS
the prison "stir," "ho pen"

"privates" Vet pairs' rave-pits/rave-tips. ♀♂

private telephony Veto "hep" party line.

procreation I co-parent, or 'incorporate'
life, procreation in nice proliferation.

Procrustean Cut or re-span.
trim or stretch to fit

proficient Fine crop, it. "Fine crop it."
proficient and able *capable in, not fired

profundity I try up of dn.
Tops in depth! (Is that profound or what?)
profundity: up 1, dn forty

progesterone estrogen rope antagonists

prognosis spoorings
nonce: fortune telling from the 'leaves' (spoor)

proliferated pro-life rated

promiscuous is cum porous

prone "pre-on"

propeller pep roller

proportional Or part pool in proration lop.

propagate Prop a gate, pop a "great".
Triple pun: birth; sex; genetic survival.

protests "Stop! Rest rot steps, Rot Pests!"
Protesters set street posters.

public inn nip-in club

publicity buy-it clip

pulses up, less, up, less, up, less...
Sounds repulsive to me.

pusher He spurs pure H user hp.
A pusher sells heroin "horsepower".

put on airs pious rant
An up-I sort puts on airs, no upstairs.
ANTIGRAMS
[d] = double (ambigram), same or opposite
painkiller killer pain*
pain alleviator nor a palliative
 parched red chap [d] lips; same result from dry heat (parch) & cold (chap)
partiality *parity alit related opposites!
pedestrian speed train
peer père
perturbations Spare, rub it not, nor spit a brute iron spear. Butt, burp, tear not. Is no batter sir up. Tip no ear burst nor rat’s bite-up as I *perturb not.
piton: no tip palindromes, piton up or down
polytheism holism type Holism is like monotheism only more so.
posterior poorer sit Best place to sit I know. Mork would disagree.
precept percept* teaching v. experience
precious Price us 0. [d]: priceless / price less*
present sent rep
proof positive I spoof-prove* it.
proscribed “PRO!” scribed*
pushover upshover [d] ostrich anagram

SMYNONYMS and other Palindromes
pee: seep kidney literally, urethra figuratively
pee-pee peep toilet voyeur
Change “a US” to “Aus.” for an antigram!

Pine lager? Regale, nip!
Is pine lager a type of wood alcohol?

Pogo: No, no GOP! Walt Kelly’s liberal possum

poll: a Gallop?
By coincidence(?) Aus. has a Gallop poll resembling in name, profile and function the US’s Gallup poll

“puerile” Be rebel ire-up.

AFFINITIVES
pandemic epic damn
Paradise 1. a paired’s Eden
2. A Praised, rap aside, is a drape, aids rape! Heaven is a blind, a tool of mind control.

patience “Can’t I pee-pee?” “Can it!”
patriarch Chair prat Chair & prat fit together!
Peacenik? Eek! Panic! Cease, pink peaceniks! Only pinko commie dupes want peace. (60’s joke)

penultimate boss Is “up me” last but one.

perimeters Peer rim, set mere stripe:
“Empire” | “rest” us | them (or v.v.)

petroleum (Oil) I pollute more.
piebald bipedal a riddle, answer below
pill popper  ill pep prop
plausible  ups liable
pleasantries  plaint easers, pain stealers
plenty  ten-ply
post-marital  Stop rail mat. / Stop tail ram.
practice  1. act price  [PR\textsuperscript{ACT}\textsubscript{ICE}]
Practice  2. “price act”  [PR\textsuperscript{ACT}\textsubscript{ICE}]
1. cost of getting one’s act together; 2. law, medicine
precarious  a rip course, or I up cares

presentation  penetrations
primary election  pre-main cloy rite
prodigality  pyro-digital prodigy alit
A dyslexic “definitive”, confusing the Prodigal Son with
a prodigious virtuoso violin prodigy. (Maybe he was,
just so we could have a triple pun.)
progeny  ny (prego)  nigh (OSW); pregnant (CDS)
province  vine crop
Vintage—the best of French provincialism!

riddle answer: magpie or other pied bird, eg a jailbird

POLYANAGRAM VERSE etc

Phantasm  Man’s path  maya

Propagation Creed  “Good parent, I caper, gain pod, procreate!”

Poke Nose Into  a defense
One opens it, OK?
I, keen to snoop,
Seek point on.
(O, peek on sin too.)

Pay Attention
Pit ya at “on” net.
Note a tiny tap.
Note it, any tap.
Pay “anent” to it.
Ya note it, pant,
Patient at yon tap,
Tie not “Nay!”

Pays attention. ...Attention pays!

Playmate
Am lay Pet, ample at Y,
may pleat, may staple
male patsy Playmate’s
steam lap meat splay.
hinged knees, stapled middle, prime cut

Parachutists  who didn’t pay attention
a “Crap, it’s shut! It's shut!!” (a crap)

Prodigality
Orgy? I’d lap it, dig it!
Or play daily, rig pot,
Yip “Glad I rot!”

Primrose Path
I’m prosper hat promiser path*,
Sharper optimism hoper trap.
Perhaps I’m rot.

Primrose Path*